Human diploid fibroblasts (HDF) can induce DNA synthesis in cycling HDF but not in quiescent HDF or senescent HDF.
HeLa cells in S phase induce DNA synthesis in cycling cells, serum-deprived quiescent cells, and non-replicative senescent cells following cell fusion. In contrast normal human diploid fibroblasts (HDF) do not induce DNA synthesis in either quiescent cells or senescent cells. Instead, the replicative HDF nuclei are inhibited from entering S phase in heterokaryons formed with these two types of non-replicative cells. These differences in the inducing capabilities of normal HDF and HeLa cells raise the question whether normal HDF in S phase can induce DNA synthesis in cycling cells. This paper demonstrates that young HDF in S phase can induce DNA synthesis in cycling HDF. Thus, the hypothesis that initiation of DNA synthesis in cycling cells is positively controlled by inducer molecules appears to be valid for normal HDF as well as for transformed cells such as HeLa.